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Abstract. A point determining raph is defined to be a gaph in which distinct nonadjacent 
points have distinct neighborhoods. Those graphs whicit are critical with respect o this proper- 
ty are studied. We show that a graph is complete if and only if it is connected, point determining, 
but fails to remain point determining upon the removal of any edge. We also show that every 
connected, point determining raph cont;,ins at least two points, the removal of either of which 
wilI result again in a point determining raph. Graphs which are point determining and contain 
exactly two such points are shown to have the property that every point is adjacent o exactly 
one of these two points. 
In this paper, all graphs will be finite, undirected and without loops 
or multiple edges. We will consider a graph to consist of a set of vertices 
G together with an adjacency relation 1, i.e., a 1. b if and only if a and b 
are adjacent vertices. If a and b are not adjacent we will write a k b. For: 
AcG,AL= {xlxlaforalla E A 3. However, instead of {x bL we write 
just xl. If a 1 b, WC will write ab to denote the edge with a a;*d b as end- 
points. We will denote the valence of a vertex x by 6 (x) = Ix1 1. 
Definition. A graph G is said to be point detervnini~g if and only if for 
anya, bE G witha # b, we havea* # b? If the complement of G is 
point determining, then G is said to be point distinguishing. Thus G is 
point distinguishing if and only if for a, b E G with a # b, we have 
aUa*#bUbk 
These concepts play an important part in the work on empirical ogic 
[ 1; 21. The properties also appear in other place3 (e.g., see [3; 41). 
* Part of this work appears in the author’s dissertation, and par! of the research was conducted 
while he was 21 participant in the NSF Advanced Science Seminar in Combinatorics held at 
Bowdok College, 197 1. 
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For each of the results in this paper there is a dual result for point 
distinguishing raphs. These dual results will not be explicitly stated. 
Our purpose in this paper is to investigate those graphs which are 
critical with respect o the property of point determination. 
Definition. A graph is said to be minimally point determining (MPD) 
if and only if it is connected and point determining but fails to remain 
point deternking whenever an edge is deleted. 
Clearly every complete graph is MPD. We will show that, in fact, this 
is characteristic of complete graphs. 
Lemma 1. If G is MPD and x, y E G with x 1 y, then either x U x1 = 
y~3;10rthereexistsz~G-{x,y}withz1=xL-{y)orz1= 
Y1 - (x1. 
Proof. Th.is is simpl-y the MPD condition applied to the edge xy. 
Thi: next lemma shows that the first possibility above can occur only 
if G is complete. 
Lemma 2. If G is MPD but not complete and x, y E G with x 1 y, then 
theret?xistszEG- (x,y) withzl=xl- {y}orzl=yl-ix}. 
f?roof. Since the only point determining raphs of order less than three 
rrre complete, we may suppose that 1 G 12 3. Suppose that the lemma is 
false ;md let x, y E G be vertices uch that x 1 y but for which the lemma 
fails. Then by Lemma 1, x u x 1 =yu y? LetA=xl ny-4 SinceGis 
connected of order at least three, A # 0” Let a E A. If there exists 
ZEG-(a,x)withzl=xl-{a}orzl=al-{x},thenzlybut 
z 4 x, $&vhich is impossible since z # x. Thus, again by Lemma 1, 
aUaL=xUx ?Thus;forallCr,bEA,a#b,wehaveaUal=bUbl, 
and so a 1 b. Therefore A (J {x, y ) is complete. However, it follows from 
the fact that a u a1 := bUblforalla,bc:AU(x,y} thatnopointnot 
in A u {x, y ) can be adjacent o any point of A u (x, y ). Hence since 
G is connected, G = A U (x, y ), contrary to G not being complete. 
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Lemma 3. Let G be point determining. If al = b” - (c) with a #z b and 
dl = & -(e)withdZcfora,b,c,d,eEG,thenb=e. 
Proof. Suppose that b f e. Then since a1 = b1 - (c) and a1 # bl, we 
haveblc.ThusbE&-{e}=dl,sodEbl-(r}=al.Hence 
aEdl=cl - {e) so that a 1 c, and so c E a1 = b1 - (c}, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4, Let G be point determining. If a1 = b1 - (c) with a + b and 
dl = el - {a) with d sf: e, then d = c. 
Proof. Suppose that d # c. Since d1 = e1 - (a} and d1 # el, we have 
ela. SoeEal= b1 - {c) and so b E e1 - (a} = dl. Hence since d # c, 
d E bl - {c} = al. So a E d1 = e1 - (a}, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5. Let G be MPD but not complete and let P= ~1~2~3~4 be a 
path in G with pi = pi -{p& Then thereexistsqE G-{p,,p2) with 
q1 =P:-tP& 
Proof. Suppose no such q exists. Then, by Lemma 2, there exists 
z~G-{p~,p~} withzl=pi-(p&Butpi:--pt-(p&sobyLem- 
ma4,z=p4, i.e.,p: =pi - { p1 ). But now by Lemma 2, there exists 
r~ G - {p2,~3} with@ =pt-{p3} or+ =pt -(p& Hence by sym- 
metry, we may suppose that r1 = pt - { p3). But since pi = pf - { ~4). 
it follows from Lemma 3 that p2 = p4, which is a contradiction. 
We are now in a position to prove our first major result. 
Theorem 1. A graph G is MPD if and only if it is complete. 
Proof. We have already noted that if G is complete, then G is MPD. 
Suppose that G is MPD but: not complete. For low orders the theo- 
rem is trivial, so we assume that G has at least four vertices. Since 6; is 
connected, there exist vertices x, y E G with x 1 y. By an (x, y; n)-set 
we will mean a set of 2n distinct vertices {q, r2, . . . . r,, zl, z2, . . . , zn) 
such that for 1 < k < n, 
zi =x1 --(y,rl,r2 ,..., rk_& z: =x1 - tyl, 
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andforl<k<qr~lzk.Wen&ethatforl<i<k,z~=z~- 
C ri, ri+l> l .*# rk _1 ) . Since x I r, we may assume (relabeling x and y if 
necessary) by Lemma 1 that there exists z 1 E G -- (x, y ) with 
2: = XL - { y }. Since 6 is connected, z1 cannot be isolated. Thus there 
exists rl E G - {x, y, zl) with rl ‘1 z1 and so zl rlx.v forms a path in G 
with z: =x1 - { JJ}, and so b, Lemma 5, there exists z2 E G - (rl, q) 
withz;‘=zi-{rl) =x1 -- {y ~3. Thus, zi n (zl, q, x, y) = @; and 
tnus zz is distinct from these points. Also z2 cannot be isolated,, so there 
exists r2 E G with r2 1 z2 and thus (rl, r2, zl, z2) fomls an (x, y’; 2).set. 
Let (r!, r2, . . . , rn, Z1,22, . . . . z,) be an (x, y; n)-set with n as large as pos- 
sible (i;r particular, n 2 2). So 
Znl =x1-_(y,rl,r2,.-.,rn_l =z,l_l 3 - b&13. 
Hence r,l 1 z,_.~, so that znrnzn_lrn_l forms a path in G with 
2; = 2;: 1 
wi,th - 
-- {r,_,), and SO by Lemma 5, there exists Zn+I E G - {Zn, rn 3 
z,l,t -2: - (r,] =x1--_(y,rl,r2 ,..., rn) 
=z f - Iri, ri+l. . . . . rn 3, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
Hence z,,+l is not adjacent o any element of {rl, r2, . . . . r,, zl, z2, . . . . zn } 
and hence is distinct from these. But z, +1 cannot be isolated, so there 
exists r,* +. 1 E G with rn + 1 1 ziv + 1 . Thus r, +1 is also distinct from the ri 
and Zip 1 < i < n. Hence {rl, r2, . . . . rn+l, zl, z2, . . . . z,+~) is an 
(x, y;, n + 1 )-set, which is a contradiction. 
We next-consider the similar problem for vertices. 
Theorem 2. & G is nontrivial and point determining, 
vertex x E G such that G - {x) is point determining 
then there exists a 
Proof. Suppose no such point exists. Let x E G be such that the valence 
S (x) is as large as possible. Then since G - {x) is not point determining, 
there exist p7, q E G - (x) *with p # (I and pJ- = q 1 - (x}. But similarly 
there exrs’t r, s E G - { p} with r # s such that r1 = s1 - { p). Hence, 
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byLemma4,r=xsoxl=& -{p] andthusS(x)=d(s)-1,sothat 
6 (8) > 6 (x), which is inipos~‘- ile. 
There may exist exactly one such point. For example, in the graph 
0 O---4 
only the isolated vertex nay be removed without loss of point determi- 
nation. That there was an isolated vertex in this example is no accident. 
This will be made precise by the corollary to the next theorem. 
Definition, Let G be a point determining raph. Then we will let 
Go = {xl G - {x) is point determining}. 
Remark. If a $ Go, then there exist p, q E G - (a) with p + q and 
pl =ql - (a). 
By the previous theorem, Go # Q) for any nontrivial point determining 
graph G. The next two kmmas are direct consequences of Lemma 3 and 
Lemma 4, respectively. 
Emma 6. If G is point determining and a, 6, c E G are distinct points 
with a1 = b1 - {c) and LI 4 Go, then th ere exists d E G - (a, c) with 
cl = dL - {a). 
Proof. Since a 4 Go, there ex.ist d, e E G - {a } with d #t-- e and 
el = dl - (a}, but then by Lemma 3, e = c and hence c-~ = d1 - (a) and 
df G-{a,c}. 
Lemma 7. If G is point determining and a, b, c E G are distinct points 
withal=bl- (c) and b $ Go, then there exists d E G - {b, c) with 
d1 = cl - {b}. 
Proof. Since b 4 G’3, there exist d, e E G - (b} with d # e, and 
dl = el - {tp); but then by Lemma 4, e = c, so that d1 f= cl - (b) and 
dEG--(b,c). 
Theorem 3. If G is point determining, then (C:“)l = 8; i.e., no vertex is 
adjacent to every vertex of Go. 
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Proof. S::ppose th.e theorem is false and let a E (Go)* with 6 (a) as large 
as possible. Then a 4 Go, so there exist p, q E G -- {a} with p + q and 
pl = ql-_ {a}. But then p & a, so p $ Go. Thus, by Lemma 6, there ex- 
ists s E G - {p,a) such thal:al=sL - { p} . . Therefore 6 (12) < 6 (s) and 
s E (G “) I.. which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 1. If G has 320 isolated poirjlts and is point determining, then 
G contai’ns at least two distinct points, the removal of either of which 
results in w point determining graph ; ,i. e., 1 G ’ 1 > 2. 
Proof. Suppose Go = 1x1. Then by the previous theorem, x1 = fl and 
hence x is an isolated point. 
This result is best possible as is seen from the examples given by Fig. 1. 
L-11 I-- 
(a) 
(cl Fig. 1. (d) 
IT* each c ase, G” consists of the dark vertices. 
Moreover, as can be seen by simply increasing the number of triangles 
in :<r:rlph 15) of IFig. 1: 
‘Tkxxem 4. For every even positive integer n,, there exists a point dcter- 
mining graph of order n, with 1 Go 1 = 2. 
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ll~orem 5. If G i;: a connected, point determining graph and the graph 
induced by Go contains no isolated points, then every point of G is ad- 
jacent to some point o.f G”. 
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let CL E G with a f x for 
every x E Go and 6(a) as small as possible. Thus a 4 G”, so that there 
existp,qEG-{(a),withp#qandp”=ql-{a).Thusqla so 
q $ Go. Hence, by Lemma 7, there exists r E G - { q, a) with r1 = uL - 
(q).ThusforxEG” , .r 4 al- {q), so that x i Y. But 6 (r) < 6 (a), 
which is impossible. 
If Go is allowed to contain isolated points, then the previous theorem 
does not hold. For example, in the graph, 
-Y-O-+- 
vertex x is not adjacent to any vertex of G” (G” consists of the dark ver- 
tices) .
Our final task in this paper is to investigate those point determining 
graphs G with 1 GoI = 2. 
Definition. Let G be a graph. By an ortho-n-path (n > 21, we will mean 
apathpIp2...p2,, suchthatfori= I,2 ,-.., (n-l), 
(iI Pii- =p:iil - Cpzi+2), and 
(ii) P&.+2 =C+i - {Ji2i_ll. 
By a simple induction argument, we have 
Lemma 8. Let G be a graph and Eet p1 p2 . . . p2,, be an ortho-n,yath in G. 
Then .for i = 1, 2, . . . . n and j < 2i - 1, we have p2i k pi. 
Theorem 6. If G is a connected, point determining graph with Go = 
{x, y }, then x 1 y. 
Proof. Suppose that x & y and let a E x1 with 6 (a) maximal. Thus 
614GO,sotl~atthereexistp,q~G--Ia}withp$;qandp~=(?I-(a). 
Suppose p # y. Then since p + a, p 4 Go SO there ex.ists r E G ..- {p> with 
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a.L = r1 - { p}. Thus, r J. x and 6 (r) > 6 (a), cr>ntrary 1~1 the choice of a. 
Therefore p = y. Hence yl = ql- {a). But now (Co)1 = 0 so y + x. 
Thusg4Go.Sothereexistss~C-(q,o)vuitks1=a1-(q).Thus 
x 1 s and henc.e s$ 6”. Therefore, there existsfE G - {s, q) with 
@- =fL --{s). Also sincey” = q1 - {a) =fbL - (a, s) and (Go)1 = 0, 
f+ X. Thus qafs fksrms ZUI ortno-2-path with .x 1 a andl x 1 s. Let 
pB p2... pzn be an ortho-n-path in G with x I p2i, i = 1,2, . . . . n, p1 = q, 
and n :S large as possible. p2L_l 1 p2nt but P2n & y (since (Go)1 = @), so 
P~,,._~ + y. Also, 
so that 
So once again, since (G”)l = 0, p2n_1 # xr Thus pzn__ l 4 Go. Hence, 
since p&_3 = p&_ 1 - (pan}, thereexistszEG-{pln_l,P2n) with 
21 =. Pi,, - {PZn-l)* Hence, by Lemma 8, z lis not adjacent o any point 
of pr p;!; . . . p2n so that z is not an element of the given orthc-n-path. But 
x E P:m - l P2*-1 ), so x 1 z and hence z $ G”. So there exists 
he G- {z,P~~__~} withpi,_, =hl--(z}.Therefore,p1p2...p2,hz is 
an or&lo-@ + l)-path, contrary to the choice: of n. Thus x’ 1 y. 
Corollary 2.1f G is a comlected, point determining graph with Go = 
(x, y), then every point of G is ad;iacent to exactly one of (x, y ). 
Proof. By the previous theorem, x 1 y, so G” has no isolated points. 
Thus, k;~ Theorem 5, every point of G is adjacent o at least one of x or 
y. Since (G”)J- = 0, no point is adjacent o both x and y. 
CorolIary 3. If G is a connected, nlglltrivial, point determining graph 
such that every edge li[es in a triangle, th(vr 1 Go I 2 3. 
Proof. If G” = (x, y ), then xy is an edge 1 rhich lies in no triangle. 
Some of the previous 
ing intepretation. 
results lend th.em selves to a somewhat interest- 
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Suppose we have a planet which is divided into several countries. 
Every two countiies are either mutual enemies or else have a mutual 
peace agreement (and these are never broken). Suppose that no country 
is strong enough to overwhelm any of its enemies unaided, but that any 
two countties by forming an alliance could easily destroy all of the ene- 
mies of either. However,. caution must be observed, for if a courltry 
$hoM begin a war and fail to conquer all of its enemies, then in its 
weakened condition, it would be vulnerable to an attack by any re- 
maining enemy. Furthermore, in any battle fought by countries forming 
an alliance, all of the allies must participate. We can interpret the pre- 
vious theorems as follows: 
Let G be the graph whose vertices correspond to the countries in 
question with two vertices joined by an edge whenever they are enemies. 
Then if the present situation is stable, i.e., no profitable alliances exist, 
the graph G must be point determining. Hence, by Theorem 2, if a world 
summit conference agreeld that every country would come to peaceful 
terms with any country which disarmed itself, it is always possible to 
disarm the countries of our hypothetical planet one by one so that at no 
stage does a profitable alliance exist; and moreover, at each stal:e there 
are at least two countries which may be safely disarmed. Should there 
be only two such countries, then they must be enemies by Thee rem 6 
and every country must be at peace with exactly one of them b:v Corol- 
lary 2. Note that we are ignoring countries which are at peace with 
everyone, and hence we can assume that G has no isolated poinl:s. 
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